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Calvert Watkins' brilliant book on the PIE verbal system was partly devoted
to an analysis of the thematic conjugation in *-elo-. I Although Professor
Watkins was not the fust scholar to recognize that the thematic 1 sg. present in
'-o-hz ("'-o~'; cf Gk. $tpOl, Lat. fero, Olr. biru, etc.) implied a historical
relationship between the thematic conjugation and the PIE perfect and middle,2
he was the flISt to appreciate the importance of this relationship for an under
standing of the verbal system as a whole. In the nearly three decades since the
"blue book" appeared, Walkins' theory of the thematic conjugation has slimu
lated extensive research into the "h2-series" of endings and its original role in the
parent language. Strangely, however, the thematic conjugation itself has been
relatively neglected for most of this period.' Within the American Indo-European
conununity, a vigorous defense of the "classical" thematic paradigm, contra
Watkins, was mounted in the 1970's and early 1980's by the late Warren
Cowgill (cf below). In the aftennath of the inconclusive debate that followed,
the major issues in the field of IE verbal morphology shifted elsewhere; the thematic
conjugation became, in effect, a topic "too hot to handle". One of the purposes
of the present study is to show that the time has come for a reopening of the dis
cussion. Thanks to recent progress in our understanding of the verbal system as a
whole, the position of the thematic conjugalion can be seen in a wholly new light.

Let us begin by reviewing the major differences between Watkins' theory
and the standard post-Neogrammarian account:4

1) Watkins sees rhe 1 sg. in '-o-h, ("'-0-"0")' as a revealing archaism, the
relic of a period when the thematic "active" was characterized. by en~ings akin to
those of the perfecr and middle. He concludes that the ongmal mventory of
thematic presents must have had middle-like meaning.

I The work referred to, of course, is Watkins 1969-hereinafter simply "Watkins".
Note that the tenn "Ehematic conjugation" is used in Ehis srudy to denote the "roOt" or
"simple" thematic conjugation-the full-grade, root-accented present class typified by
*bherelo- 'carry' and *yeghelo- 'convey'. We will not be concerned here.with oxyton:
thematic stems (e.g., *uideI6- 'catch sight of) or with extended themaIlc suffixes or
the type *-ielo-, *-sKelo:, etc., which have a very different history.
2 See especially Pedersen 1938:80-6.
J A major exception is Kortlandt 1979, which I hope to discuss elsewhere.
• CfWatkins 66-9.105-23 and passim.
S The "acute"long vowel of Gennanic (cf Go. baira, OHG biru) and Baltic (cf Lith. -u
< *-ao) roles OUt the possibility of a contracted ending of the type *-elo-hzelo. W~ must
rather assume an irmer-IE apocope of *-elo-hJ€ to *-o-hz, comparable to the shonenmg of
*·o-h/e to *-o-h/ in the thematic dual (cf *!!{I!o.h/ 'tWO wolves' vs. *p6d,h/e 'tWO feet').
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2) Since the PIE 3 sg. ending corresponding to 1 sg. *-hieJ was *-e or *-0
and not *-ti, Watkins reconstructs the prefonn of Ved. bhlirati, Gk. $Ep€l, Go.
bairip. etc. as *bhere rather than the usual *bhereti. He posits a partial re
modeling of *bhere to *bhereti in the post-IE period, with *-Ii added to *-e from
the 3 sg. present of athematic verbs.

3) Going further, Watkins identifies the 3 sg. in *-e as the source of the
thematic vowel itself. He theorizes that a fonn like *bhere, which consisted
historically of a root (*bher-) and a 3 sg. desinence (*-e), was reanalyzed syn
chronically as a sequence of root *bher- + suffix *-e- + desinence zero. The
perceived synchronic stem *bher-e- was then extended from the 3 sg. to the rest
of the paradigm, leading to the replacement of fonns like athematic I sg.
*bher-h,(e) by thematic *bher-e-h,!e) > *bher-o-h,.'

At the heart of Watkins' argument is 2)-the claim that the thematic 3 sg.
was originally *bhere, without the distinctive *-ti of "oonnal" PIE 3 sg. actives.
In support of this reconstruction Watkins cites evidence from five branches of the
family: Greek (t-Iess 3 sg. $€pa for expected *$€pem/*$€pen),' Celtic (Olr. 3 sg.
conjunct 'beir beside absolute berid),' Anatolian (Hill. 3 sg. waiti 'sins' « *-ei
or *-oi) beside "thematic" I sg. waitabbi, 2 sg. -atti, etc.).' Balto-Slavic (Lith.
3 p. veda 'lead(s)' for expected *vedati;" PSlav. 3 sg. *vede beside *vedeti,
*vedetil), II and Tocharian (Tach. A 3 sg. asa~, B liSa", 'leads', with apparent
panicles -f, -fll added to t-Iess *age).12 But the interpretation of these facts was
soon contested. In 1973 a radical new theory of the Insular Celtic absolute:
conjunct distinction was proposed by Cowgill;'] central to this analysis was
Cowgill's derivation of OIr. 'beir from a precociously apocopated prefonn
*beret' < *bereti rather than from a (-less 3 sg. *bere. Cowgill likewise rejected
the evidence for *-e in Anatolian, Balto-Slavic and Greek. The Hittite hi-con
jugation type wastabbi, -atti, -i, he claimed, was not of thematic origin: n~t only
were there no word equations linking such verbs to thematic presents elsewhere,
but the Hittite stem-vowel -0- was in many cases demonstrably secondary.14 To
account for the t-less fonns of Balto-Slavic Cowgill envisaged a Celtic-like early
apocope of *-eti to*-et'-an analysis independently favored for Baltic by the
apparent apocope of *-i in the Lithuanian s-future (cf duOs 'will give' < *do-s-t!i),

6 Watkins' account of this ending differs in detail (cf note 5). The o-timbre of the the
matic vowel, which Watkins attributes to the laryngeal, is probably better explained by
the PlE rule that changed *-e- to *~o- in post-tonic closed syllables.
7 Watkins 123.
8 0p. cit., 164-70.
9 0p. cit., 77-82.
lOOp. cit., 212-14.
II op. cit., 218-21.
12 op. cit., 204-5.
I) Published as Cowgill 1975.
III SO already in a talk before the Harvard Linguistic Circle in March. 1972. Cowgill'S
consolidated views on lhe thematic endings were belaledly published a<; Cowgill 1985.
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and for Slavic by the appearance of shortened *vedQ « *-ont') beside *vedQti,
*vedQtU in the 3 pl." Only in Greek, where he sought to defend a purely
phonological change of *-eti to *-ei, was Cowglll unable to offer a genuinely
attractive alternative to Watkins' theory.16 In Tocharian, the evidence for a 3 sg.
in *-e disappeared with the discovery, due independently to Klingenschmitt and
the present author, that A osa$ could be regularly traced to an ordinary thematic
*ageti. 17

The effect of the *bhere vs. *bhereti debate, for most students of the prob
lem, was an uneasy settlement in favor of the traditional *bhereti. Yet even with
the substitution of *bhereti for *bhere as the late PIE preform, Watkins' argu
ment retains its basic cogency. The cooccurrence of *-eti (3 sg.) and *-oh2
(I sg.) in a single paradigm is an anomaly that needs to be explained. In
principle, there are two ways that the paradigmatic association of these endings
could have come about: either *~Oh2 replaced an earlier "regular" *~omi, or *-eti
replaced a dentalless ending such as *-e (I.e., thematic vowel *-e- + desinence
*-e) or Watkins' *-e. Other things being equal, there are strong reasons to favor
a scenario of the latter kind; the synchronically isolated *-oh2, unlike *-eti, bears
all the typological marks of an archaism." Despite the apparently secure status
of *-eti as the late PIE ending, therefore, it would be premature to reject
Watkins' model completely. A more prudent course would be to consider the
case for modifying Watkins' chronology. As we shall see, there is much to be
gained, and little to be lost, by assuming that the original 3 sg. corresponding to
I sg. *bheroh, was indeed *bMre, but that the replacement of *bhere by *bhereti
took place in the parent language itself.

Relieved of its dependence on inconclusive dentalless fonns like Gk. $Ep£1..
OIr. 'beir and Hill. waiti, Watkins' hypothesis of an originally athematic (pre-)
PIE *bher-e receives support from a number of other facts. It is a striking detail,
for example, that the archaic Pili 3 sg. middle ("stative") corresponding to the
active *bhere!ti) was not **bheror (Le., *bherelo- + *-or) bur *blzeror (cf OIr.
3 sg. pass. 'berar 'is carried', ·tfagar 'is sent', etc.). with the dentalless middle
desinence *-o!r) added directly to the root *bher-. *bheror is thus an unam
biguously athematic fonn, the survival of which in late Pili must have been
assisted by the surface homophony of the middle ending *-0 with the thematic

" Cowgill 1985:105-6; cf already Vaillant 1966: to.
16 0p. cit., 100-3. No fulIy satisfactory solution to lhe problem of Gk. -£t has yet been
found; the standard analogical explanation is badly compromised by the Mycenaean
evidence (cf Rix 1976:251). My own, quite different, analogical account will be
rresented elsewhere.
, Cf Jasanoff 1987:110-11, Klingenschmitl 1987:188, n. 64.

'8 The place of *-eti in this argument could. of course, equally well be taken by any of
the other "regular" thematic endings, such as the 2 sg. in *-esl or the 3 pI. in *-onri.
The basic question is whether themal:ic presents were originally Donnal actives (har
acquired a peculiar 1 sg., or "abnormal" actives thar: were progressively regularized.
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vowel. 19 The imponance of such fonns for a proper understanding of the
thematic conjugation will emerge directly.

Equally significant is tbe fact tbat Watkins' atbematic paradigm *bhir-h1!,
*-th#. *-e. etc., widely dismissed as speculative and morphologically isolated
when it was first proposed, can now be identified as one subtype of a much larger
class of athematic presents. As I have argued elsewhere,20 the core of the Hittite
hi-conjugation consists precisely of functionally active presents, all historically
~thematic which make their fmite fonns with the inherited "perfect" endings
(I sg. -fJi'< *-lzai < *-hze + i, 3 sg. -i < *-ei < *-e + ~. etc.). ~ccording to the
"h.ze-coojugation theory", the original stimulus for which came lD P:nt fro~ the
Watkins-Cowgill debate over the Hittite wasta-type, such verbs contmue neIther
perfects nor middles in the strict sense, but go back directly to a hitherto
unrecognized PIE category. The parent language evidently once had two sets of
personal endinO's in the indicative-an unmarked "active" set (1 sg. *-m(iJ, 2 sg.
*-s(i), 3 sg. *:;(i), 3 pI. *-(e)nl(i), and a marked or ''protomiddle'' set (1 sg.
*-il,e, 2 sg. *-lil,e, 3 sg. *-e, 3 pI. *-(e)rs)." The protomiddle endings expressed
a range of functions (stative, processual, passive, ~elf-benefaetive, etc.) broadly
similar to tbe functions of tbe classical perfe<:! and nuddle. As tbe parent language
evolved, however, the protomiddle endings divided into two potentially
contrasting sets-the fonnally renewed "true" middle endings, characterized
(i/lter alia) by o-timbre in tbe tbird pelSon and tbe hie et /lU/lC panicle *-r (1 sg.
*-II,e(r), 2 sg. *-III,e(r), 3 sg. *-o(r), 3 pI. *-ro(r); and the misleadingly named
"petfect" endings, wbicb continued tbe old ptotomiddle set uncbanged. In late
PIE the new middle endings were assigned to fonns which had a strong
sy1lchronic middle ("internal") cOlpponent; other protomiddles preserved their
inherited inflection intact. Thus, by the time of tbe breakup of tbe parent language,
rhe perfect endings were associated with two kinds of fonns: a) true perfects,
easily recognized by their distinctive meaning and stem fonnation; and b) "h~

conjugation" actives-etymological proromiddles which for one reason or
another failed to be interpreted as "true" middles at the time of the
protomiddle!middle split. Representative of type b) were presents such as
*m6Ihr !*melhr 'grind' (1 sg. *m6lhr hze, 3 sg. *m6Ih2-e; originally perhaps
processual 'grind away at') and *dhehri-f*dhhri-' 'suck' (1 sg. *dhehri-il,e,
3 sg. *dheIJri-e). Such fonns, which might be termed "neoactives",22 yielded

19 The derivation of ·berar from *bhiror is unconvincingly rejected by Cowgill (1983:
101-3). As seen by Watkins (213). [he Gothic passive in 3 sg. -ada (type bairada 'is
carried') presupposes a demal1ess3sg.in *-oi (cf Ved. (pni) sobhe 'shines forth', RV
1120. 5). Note the contrast with the derived thematic types in *-jelo-, *-s'kelo-,
*-eielo-, etc.• which had only *-elo(r), never "'-o(r), in the 3 sg. mid.
10 Most recently in Jasanoff 1994: a fuller treatmem is forthcoming.
liOn the relationship among [he r-endings of [he 3 pI. see Jasanoff (to appear). The
endings of rhe 1-2 pI. and 1-3 dual no doubt differed from those of the active as well,
but rhe derails are less dear. Cfno[e 38.
11 I have elsewhere described the Hiuj[e bi-conjugation as a "middle declasse".

hi-conjugation verbs in Hittite (*mal/aMi, *-alli, 3 sg, mal/(a)i, elc.), but were
usually tbematized in tbe olber IE languages (cf Lat. molO, Olr. melid, Go.
malan, etc.; Ved. dhliyati, -te 'suck(le)', Ann. diem, OHG liien, etc.).

Seen in this perspective, Watkins' pre-PIE *bher-h~, *-th2e, *-e is nol
isolated, but can be interpreted as a hze-conjugation present of the' same basic
type as *m6lh2-!*melhr and *dhehri-/*dhhri- .... This, of course, is not equiva
lent to a proof that such a present actually existed. But structural considerations
make Watkins' hypothesis very auractive. The root *bher- seems to have had
not one but two presents in the parent language: alongside the familiar thematic
stem there also existed an active (Umi-conjugation") root present, reflexes of
wbich appear in Latin (3 sg. ferl, etc.), Greek (2 pI. impv. $tjrtt) and Indo
Iranian (Ved. bhlirli). Thete are sttong indications tbat tbis root ptesent was of
the atTostatic or "Narten" type, with *-e- : *-i- ablaut.23 A Narten present would
belp explain tbe lengtbened grade of nominal derivatives like Slav. *berm~ (SC
breme) 'burden' and OHG biira 'bier' « *bhir-), the aerostatic vocalization
pattern of MIt. biril 'sow' « *bher-rl-i), and-most important of all-tbe
preserved *-e- of tbe in;egular Tocbarian A impetfect piiral « *bMr-(a)lo ).24
Setting up a PIE *bher-ti, however, would have far-reaching implications.
Narten presents were nol confmed to the active in the parent language; the root
*steu- 'proclaim', e.g., bad bolb a lengtbened-gtade active *sriu-li (cfVed. SUlUti
'ptaises') and a full-grade middle *sre~-or (cf Ved. slave 'is praised', Gk. cmiit<x,
'boasts'). Under tbe h,e-conjugation theory, the middle *sre~-or presupposes an
earlier protomiddle 3 sg. *ste!!-e {1 sg.*steu-h#, 2 sg. *sreu-th2e). Precisely such
an array of fonns can be assumed fot *bher-:

Nanen active Nanen middle pte-PIE ptotomiddle

*st€u-/i *ste!!-or < *ste!!-e

*bhir-/i *bher-or < *bher-e

A pre-PIE paradigm *bMr-il,e, *-lil,e, *·e is tbus not merely a tbeotetical
possibility; it is actually predicted by tbe known mOlpbologicai peculiarities of
the root *bher-.

A revised Watkins-based account of the thematic present *bherelo-, then,
migbt run as follows. At tbe earliesl tecoverable slage ~f tbe parent language,
*bher- made a Narten present, w~th an active 3 sg. *bher-/i and a protomiddle
3 sg. *bher-e. The active *bher-ti meant simply 'carries'; tbe plOtomiddle
*bher-e bad a widet tange of meanings, including a) 'is carried' (passive
intransitive), b) 'carries in bislbet own interest' (self-benefactive), and c)
'carries along, carries onward' (progressive.processual). With me subsequent
split of the protomiddle into the middle proper and the h2e-conjugation, senses a)

23 As originally described by 1. Narten (I968).
24 For the type cf Krause-Thomas 1960:221; the i-vocalism was first correctly
identified, though attributed [0 an aorist, by Adams (1988:87.8). The Toch. B causa
tive preterite type cdla 'lifted' restS on an elabora[ion of [he same category.



25 The creation of the new 3 sg. mid. *bherelOr, with the concomitant restriction of the
older fonn *bheror to the functions characterized as "stative" by Oeuinger (1976), was
a later development (cf Jasanoff 1994:151-2).
26 Logically, of course. thematization could have preceded (he addition of *·ti. bU[ (he
order here seems (he more natura! one.
27 The problem appears to be bound up with one of the major uncertainties in the hi!·
conjugation theory-the status of the imperfect. If the PrE 3 sg. fonns *bhlre and
*m6lh~ meant 'carries (along)' and 'grinds (away)" respectively, how did PIE
speakers express the corresponding preterital meanings 'carried (along)" and 'ground
(away)'? There is some rea~on to believe that the "secondary" ending employed for
(his purpose was *-el, i.e., *·e + facultative *·1 (a 3 sg. imperfect in *·el may already
have existed in che mi·conjugation iela- and sfelo-pre.~ems). Thus established in [he
hJf!.conjugation, the new ending would have provided an incentive for all h;ze·verbs to
be thematized. The bher-type, however, would have been especially susceptible to such
pressure, since the parallel Nanen present would have suggested a proportion *bhir-I :
*bhir·Ji : : *bhere-t : X, where Xcould be solved ali *bhere-li.

and b) were assigned to the emergent middle *bher-or.2S In sense c). however,
*bhir-e survived as a h",-conjogation active, oppo~ed both '0 'he new middle
*bher-or and to the differently nuanced active *bher-ti. The present paradigm
*bhir.hi!, "·thi!, "-e 'carry along' would initially have been indistinguishable
from other h~-conjugation presents, at least as far as its endings were concerned.
But at some point prior to the breakup of the parent language, the h#
conjugation inflection of *bher- was thematized: the 3 sg. in *-e was remade to
*-eti, prompting the spread of *-e- to the other persons and numbers.26 Why this
process affected only roots like *bher--presents of the other h#-conjugation
types were no' thematized until the dialectal period-is not entirely clear.
Perhaps the addition of *-Ii to 3 sg. *bhire was triggered by the *-Ii of the
closely related. though not quite synonymous, Narten present *bhirti.

27

The attractiveness of this explanation depends on the fact that Watkins' key
assumption-the existence of an athematic present *bher-hze. *-th-ze, *-e
-follows almost mechanically from the decision to reconstruct an active
paradigm *bhir-mi, *bhir.si, *bhir-ti. What remains to be seen is whether the
history of this verb can be generalized: was the case of the root *bher- more or less
isolated, or were Narten protomiddles the source of the "root" thematic
conjugation as a whole?

A cenain number of roots with inherited thematic presents seem in fact to
have patterned like *bher-. One such is *Ieg- 'gather', the source of Gk. Atym
'pick up, count, say', Lat. lego 'gather, read', and Alb. mh-Ieth 'gather' -aU
thematic-as well as of Tach. AB lok- 'see'. No Nanen forms are directly
attested from this root. Yet a Nanen present seems as good as assured by 'he
lengthened-grade preterites Lat. (perf.) leg!, Alb. (aor.) mb-Iodha, and Toch. A
(impf.) Iyok « *leg-(a)r, cf parat < *bher-(a)to)-a remarkable three;way
word equation that virtually requires the assumption of a PIE impenect *leg-n;:z,
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28 Cf Weiss 1996:674. The addition of Narten presents [0 the IE canon makes it
urgently necessary to reopen the ques(ion of the Latin i-perfect and its connections
elsewhere.
29 This is not the only place in the late PIE verbal system where it is tempting to recon
struct imperfects that differed in stem~fonnation from the presents with which they
were functionally paired. Such fonns, deprived of (he support they would otherwise
have received from the present proper, would have been na(ural candidates for
dislocation to the aorist.
)0 Note that neither an aorist nor perfect is fonned by the root oj- in Vedic, and (hat
Toch. 12k· is suppletive outside the present system. Gk. Tj)'Cl)'Ov (aor.) and ~xa (perf.;
post-Homeric) are obvious inner-Greek crearions. ON 6k 'drove', often cired in support
of the alleged Lat. *iig;, is a regular strong preterite of no comparative value.
)1 As set forth in Eichner 1973.
12 A recent exponent of rhis view is SihIer (1995:448).

*-s, *_r.28 The exclusion of the lengthened-grade root-form *Ieg- from the present
tense proper in Latin, Albanian and Tocharian is not necessarily accidental; it
may well be that following the establishment of the pair *Ieg-ti 'gathers' :
"teg-efti] 'gathers away (vel sim.)', the stem-form *Ieg- was restricted to the
imperfec, within PIE itself." Another well-known "thematic" root with an old
Nanen present is *hitg- 'drive' (cf Ved. ajati, Gk. ayw, Lat. ago, etc.), which,
like *bher-, was confmed to the present system in the parent language. 3o Here
the only indication of lengthened grade-but a powerful one-is Lat. eg!, a
long-vowel perfect of the same type as legi. The traditional view takes egi to be
the replacement of an older *ag!, itself supposedly the reflex of a reduplicated
perfect *h",-h,g-. But no such perfect ever existed, and if it had, it is hard to see
why the pattern ago: *dgi: actus would have been remade to confonn (imper
fectly) to the pattern of the historically obscure and isolated frango : freg!:
fractus 'break'. A better solution, if liigi is in fact an archaism, would be to take
egi as the reflex of a genuine lengthened-grade *h,iig-, with *-e- preserved by
Eichner's Law.31

*bher-, *Ieg- and *h",g-, as we shall see, are not the only PIE roots which
fonned both a thematic present and a Narten present. Nevertheless, the pattern
of these verbs is not typical. For most thematic presents the salient derivational
link is not with a Narten present, but with a sigmatic aorist. The paUem is
familiar: cf *~egh-elo- : *~igh-s~ 'convey' (Ved. vahati: avti!, Lat. ueho: uexi,
etc.), *pek!'-elo- : *pek!'.-s- 'cook' (Ved. pdcati: subj. pdk.!at, Lat. coquo: coxi.
etc.), *!lidh-elo-: ,*!liidh-s- 'lead' (Olr. fedid: subj. fess-, oes vedQ: viis.,
*dheg'h-elo- : *dhiig'h-s- 'bum' (Ved. dahati [= Lit~. dega] : ddluik [= Tach. B
tseksa-]), and others. Traditionally, s-aorists like *!legh-s- have been regarded as
formally "characterized", the *-s- serving to reverse the aspect of the root *uegh·
and the uncharacterized present *w-eghe/o-.32 This view of *1jeghe/o- is c~nsis
tent, of course, with our interpretation of *bhere/o- as a kind of modified root
present. But several facts speak against an immediate historical identification of
the bhireti- and !ligheti-types. Unlike *bhireti and its congeners, !ligheti-type
presents do not typically co-occur with "nonnal" (Le., mi-conjugation) root
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presents, Narten or otherwise. In a few suggestive cases, thematic presents of the
!legheti·type actually seem to have replaced characterized presents in *-ie/o-: cf
HLuv. wa-zila- 'drive' « *yegh-ielo- or *~ltgh-ie/o-) beside *1;!eghelo-;3) Ved.
3 sg. mid. pacyale, Gk. miaa'" beside *pik'elo-; Ved. 2 pl. impv. jasyala 'be
extinguished' beside plcp. jasanuilla- (root *g"es-; cf s-aor. Gk. apea(a)Cll,
Toch. B kes(s)a-); Gk. ii~O~Cll 'revereuce' beside Ved. yajali, -Ie (s-aor. aydl)
'sacrifice to' (root *Hlag-). Such pairs tend to undermine the case for treating
*!!eghelo-, *pek!elo-, etc. as thematized root presents like *bheren, since
iela-presents were typically associated with root aorists, not root presents in the
~arent language (cf Ved. mallyale 'thinks', aor. amala; Gk. aJJ.o~Cll 'leap', aor.
(XA;tO, etc.). Pointing in the same direction, and likewise arguing against a u root
present" interpretation of *!!egheti, is the recent fmding that the PlE sig~atic

aorist, far from being an ordinary characterized tense/aspect stem, was origmally
a variety of root aorist

The observation that the *-s- of the sigmatic aorist was primitivell confmed
to the 3 sg. was first made by Ivanov and, characteristically, Watkins.' As these
scholars saw, the situation reconstructible for late PIE is still preserved in Hittite,
where a 3 sg. in *-s « *-S-I) appears in the preterite of the bi-conjugation (cf
ddb/llill 'I took', 2 sg. ddtta, 3 sg. dds, 3 pI. ddir); and in Tocharian, where the
the only sigmatic fonn in the paradigm of the active "s-preterite" is the 3 sg. in
A -(dis, B -sa \ < *-s(a)t, cf B prek-wa 'I asked', 2 sg. prek-a-sla, 3 sg. prek-s-a,
3 pI. prek-a-r).' The fully sigmatic s-aorist of mdo-Iranian, Greek and the other
"inner" [E languages must therefore be an innovation that postdates the separation
of Anatolian and Tocharian from the rest of the family. A trace of the originally
restricted role of *-s- can be detected even in Indo-Iranian, where the optative of
the root aorist, for no synchronic~ly obvious reason, is substi-tuted for the
optative of the s_aorist.36

The association of the Hittite 3 sg. prer. in -s with the [zi-conjugation makes
it natural to seek an explanation for these facts in the context of the h~

conjugation theory.37 Pre-PIE, as we know for independent reasons, originally
had protomiddle aorists as well as presents. These were subject to the usual twofold

JJ I am indebted to Profs. Watkins and Melchen for calling this form to my anemion.
For the change *g{hJi > Luvian: MeIchen compares CLuv. zuwa- 'food' < *'ij6yhmo
(cf English 'chew' etc.). The derivation of the :m..uv. verb directly from *!$egh- by
Starke 1990:314 is based on an alleged sound change *g(h) > Luv. z which is entirely
lacking in support.
"Ivanov 1959:29-31. Watkins 1962:61ff. 99ff.
35 The simation in the middle is more complicated. While prek- (A prak-) and many
other verbs have *-s(a)- [hroughout the paradigm (c£., e.g., B 3 pI. parksante,
A piirkslinr). Toch. A preserves s-less fonns of the type 3 sg. nakiil, pI. nakant
.'r:rished·. which are doubtless more archaic. See further below.
J As first pointed out by Karl Hoffmann (1967:32-3).
)7 So already Jasanoff 1988a. from which. however, [he presem account differs
markedly.

treatment within the parent language: some were renewed as "true" middles,
while others were retained as h#·conjugation neoactives. Most important for
our present purposes, however, are the protomiddle aorists that undetwent both
treatments, giving rise to a middle paradigm, typically intransitive, and an active
paradigm, typically transitive. The aorist of the root *pek'1_ was -of this type,
with a protomiddle that can be set up as follows:

sg. 1 *pOk'-h,e pI. *pik'-me
2 *pOk'-thze *pik'-{t)e"
3 *p6k'-e *pik'-[S

These fonns originally meant 'got cooked, got ripe' and perhaps also
'cooked for oneself; there may once have been a contrasting active *peJc'!-fl}, *-s,
*-t, etc. 'cooked' as well, although no trace of such an aorist has survived in the
daughter languages. At the time of the protomiddle/middle split, the inherited
protomiddle paradigm divided into two daughter paradigms. The old proto
middle forms were reinterpreted as actives ('cooked'), while a "true" middle
('became cooked, cooked for oneself) was created by substituting the renewed
middle endings for their protomiddle counterparts. m the plural this was
straightforward: the new middle forms introduced the eudings 1 pI. *-medhh"
2 pl. *-dh(u)!!e (vel sim.) and 3 pI. *-1'0 in place of *-me, *-(I)e, *-[s. So too in
the 3 sg.: *p6J(!-e qua intransitive was remade to *p6k~-o, with the productive
middle ending *-0. m the I sg. and 2 sg., however, where the h,e-conjugation
and middle endings were identical, the active: middle contrast had to be imple
mented in a different way. The paradigm of the true.middle in the emerging late
PIE verbal system generally lacked ablaut; a regular I sg. of the type *!!es-hze(r)
'I wear/wore' had the same vocalism as the corresponding 1 pI. *!!es-medhh!r).
On the model of such forms, a new 1 sg. mid. *pik'-hze and 2 sg. mid. *pik'-Ihze
were created, taking their vocalism from the plural middle forms *pek'1-medhh2,

*-dh(u)y.e, *-ro. The result was an intransitive paradigm

sg. I *pek'-h,e pI. *pik'-medhh,
2 *pik'-Ih,e *pik'-dh(u)!!e
3 *pOk'-o *pek'-ro

The survival of o-grade in the 3 sg. (*p6k'-0) was a remarkable but not
unparalleled archaism; compare the "passive" aorist of mdo-Iranian (type Ved.
3 sg. QpJdi 'went', ajo~i 'enjoyed', pI. dpadran, dju.van).J9

The characteristic innovation of the PIE s-aorist was [0 replace the
active/transitive 3 sg. *p6J!·e by the intrusive sigmatic fonn *piklf-s-t. The
reasons for this development are obscure. It may be that the minimal phonetic
difference between the endings *-e and *-0 was inadequate to express the

38 The representation of the I pI. and 2 pI. endings is purely schematic. The Indo
Iranian 2 pI. perf. in -a points to an originally dentalless ending in this position.
39 That this category exhibits genuine paradigmatic ablaut was first seen by Insler
( (968).
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40 The relationship of desiderative stelo-presents of the type *P((1:)skiI6- 'ask' to older
athematic s-presents is discussed in Jasanoff 1988b:234~7. The potential importance of
the root *pref.- for the early history of the s-aoriS[ was first pointed our to me by Patrick
Hollifield.
41 PlE already had the stem-form *pilt-s- in the s-aorist subjunctive; cf below.
42 With an important partial exception for the middle in Tocharian; d note 35.
4) The Hittite spelling <na-(i)-ib shows that the immediate source of the 3 sg. naiS
was *n6iH-N, with analogical o-grade from the other strong fonns.
44 The root niik-, parallel to piik-, is chosen because it preserves the distinction between
the reflexes of lengthened-grade *niI:- (> A nak-) and o-grade *nol- (> A nak-).

functionally important contrast between *p6Jt!-e 'cooked' and *P9k~-o 'got
cooked'; this, however, would not explain why the specific form *pelt--s-t-as
opposed. e.g., to **p6~-et (with facultative *-!) or a _new 3 sg. mi~d!e **pek~-o
-was chosen as lbe tepair mechanism. *pek"-s-t Itself must ongmally have
been lbe imperfect of a "Narten" s-ptes~t *pli\-s-ti, ~ m?tphol?gical t~e
known from the reconstructible present *gneh:rs-tl recognIzes (= Hltt. ganeszl.
Toch. A kiias-, etc.). The introduction of *-s- into the aori~t sy~tem w?s perh~ps
mediated by the toot *prek- 'ask', which formed a h,e-conJDgallon aonst *prU-/
*prek- in the parent language (cfToch. B prekwa, etc.) and ~ay also have made
a sigmatic present.40 All that we know for sure, however, IS that forms of the
type *p6k"-e were eventually teplaced by forms ?f the type *pe~-s-t.. The
indicative of the nascent PIE s-aorist, which was still largely non-slgmatlC, can
be reconstructed as follows:

sg. pI. sg. pI.
1 *p6k"-h,e *pek"-me *pek"-h,e *pik'-medhh,
2 *p6!-th,e *pek"-(t)e *pik"-th,e *pik"-dh(u)~e
3 *pifCI-s-t *pikf!-rs *p6k lJ-o *pef(!-ro

The tteatment of these forms in the "classical" IE languages is well-known.
Dialectal IE generalized *pik'!-s-. the stem-form proper to the 3 sg. active, across
the entire aClive paradigm, simultaneously extending the analogical weak stem
*pe""'-s- through lbe middle." Hittite and Tocharian, on the othet hand, main
tained the restriction of *-$- to the 3 sg. active.42 The one clearly inherited case
of an s-aorist in Hittite is the bi-conjugation preterite neb-bun, nai/ta. naif, etc.
'turned. directed', which can be exactly equated with Ved. anai~fi.tJ '100,.43 In
Tocharian there was an important innovation: both the active and middle para
digms split into rwo-a preterite indicative, marked by analogical generalization
of the vocalism ofthe 3 sg., and a subjunctive, marked by analogical suppression
of the vocalism of the 3 sg. Thus, an inherited "s-aorist" toot like niik
« *nek-) 'destroy/perish'" eventually gave rise to fout aorist-based paradigms:
1) a ttansitive active pteterite, based on the stem-form *nlk-(s)- (cf A 3 sg. act.
fiakiis. pI. naklir); 2) a transitive active subjunctive, based on the stem-fonn
*nok-I*nek- (ef A 2 sg. nokiit, B 1 sg. neku, info noktsi); 3) an inttansitive
middle pteterite, based on the stem-form *nok- (cf A 3 sg. mid. nakiit, pI.

45 This explanation of the class ill subjunctive type nkatar/nketiir, pkatiirlpketiir, etc.
differs from the standard view, which takes these forms directly from thematic presents
(so, e.g., Jasanoff 1978:36-7 and elsewhere). The-"thematic" imerpretation, however,
has serious problems. Class ill subjunctives are eXclusively middle and imransitive,
while the Indo-Iranian thematic presents to which they are aUegedly cognate are mostly
transitive and active. Thus, there are no Vedic middles *pcfcate 'gets cooked', *dtihate
'bums (intr.)', or *janate 'is born' comparable to Toch. B pkeliir, lskelar, knetiir. The
intransitive sense is normally expressed in Vedic by a ielo-present (pacyole, j"tiyale);
note also nasyali 'perishes', from a root that appears not to have fanned a thematic
pre.'ient at all. That such intransitive ielo-presents once also existed in Tocharian is
suggested by B kanIar 'comes about' « *gQhrjelo-; otherwise Hackstein 1995:232-3),
and by the Tach. A intransitive presents in -niis- (piikni4liir, tsiikni4liir, niiknii-?tiir,
etc.), which seem to have replaced ielo-presents (P. Hollifield, p.c.). Only in two cases
(B niim-, subj. nmeliir 'bend (intr.)': Yed. ntimate 'id.'; AB kiis-, subj. A ksatiir,
B kselar 'be extinguished': Ved. jdsanuina- 'exhausted') can a Tocharian class m
subjunctive be unproblematically compared with an otherwise attested thematic middle
pre.'ient. A further disadvantage of the standard view is its lack of symmetry: why, if
pkeUir, lsketar, etc. simply continue thematic middles, do the corresponding active
subjunctives not go back to the better attested thematic actives of the same roots? The
solution preferred here, which derives both the active and middle SUbjunctive from a
single source, avoids this difficulty.
46 As I have tried to show elsewhere (Jao;anoff 1991:111-6), the specific roOt aorist
fonns that substitute for the missing optative of the s-aorist point to a distinctive
acro.'itatic optative type with full grade of the root and invariant zero grade of the
optative suffix. Note especially YAv. 3 sg. vainil < *yen-ihr (: van- 'strive after'),
Ved. 25g. jef;, <*g~ei-ihr (:ji- 'conquer'), and Ved. I.'ig. (precative) ye~am

nakiint); and 4) an intransitive middle subjunctive, based on the stem-form
*nik-(o)- (cf A okatiir, B oketiir, ptesupposing 3 sg. *nek-o(r)." Despite these
rearrangements, Tocharian preserves the ablaut relationships of the PIE s-aorist
system mOte faithfully than any other IE language.

These facts underscore the basic difference between the two types of thematic
presents. Unlike *bhirelo-, *h#Ce1o-. etc., which rest on hze-conjugation root
presents, presents of the type *1Jeghe1o-, *pek~e/o·. etc. are intimately connected
with h#-conjugazion root aorisrs and seem to have replaced characterized
presents. Inevitably, the further question arises: what precisely was the nature
of the telationship between the new ptesents *~eghelo- and *pek"elo- and the
aorislS *~ogh-I*~egh- and *p6k'-/*pek"-? A plausible answer is suggested by a
study ·of the corresponding modal forms.

The optative of the s-aorist. as noted above, is a virtually non-existent
category in Indo-Iranian, whete it is suppleted by the optative of the toot aorist.
The teason fot this is that the optative of the aorists *~ogh-I*~egh- and *p6k"-/
*pikf!- was never sigmatized-not in PIE proper, where the spread of *-s- had
barely begun, not in the post-IE dialect ancesttal to Indo-Iranian, Gteek and the
othet "classical" branches of the family, whete the s-aorist as we know it had its
real origin. 46 In the subjunctive, on the other hand, a fully sigmatic paradigm

middleactive
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was apparently already present in the parent language. This is shown not only
by the situation in Indo-Iranian. where subjunctives of the type 3 sg. vtik~at,

p6k~at and si·imperatives of the type 2 sg. wik# « 2 sg. subj. *-sesi)47 are
actually more common than s-aorist indicatives; but also by the distribution of
stem-forms in Tocharian, where the semi-productive presents in *-se/o- (type B 3 sg.
llak~jjf]l 'destroys', pak~iilJl 'cooks', etc.) are inextricably linked to s-preterites;
and in Hittite, where the curious middle imperative neslJut (MH) is evidently a
medlalization of the si-imperative *nesi « *neiHsi < subj. *neiHsesi), comparable
to Ved. ,v6",sva, rdsva (:ra· 'give'), etc. beside *va",si (subj. v6",sa-), rdsi
(subj. rasa-). It is reasonable to conclude that at some lime within the history of
the parent language, subjunctives of the rype *pik'!-s-elo- were imported into the
paradigm of aorists like *p6k!!-/*pik!!•• where they came to compete with
"native" subjunctives of the type *piJ(l-elo-. The new s-fonns were probably
taken from the same desiderative present category that furnished the 3 sg. aorist
indicative *piklJ-s-t. In principle, the intrusive stem *pik'!-s-elo- may simply
have been the historically regular subjunctive of the Narten s-present *plklJ-s-, or
it may have been a h#-conjugation indicative, standing in the same relation to
3 sg. act. *piklJ-s-ti as thematic *bher-elo- to 3 sg. act. *bhir-ti. Neither
possibility, strictly speaking, excludes the other, since the ultimate origin of the
PIE subjunctive remains unknown.

The competition between (he old aorist subjunctive *pelr!elo- and the
intrusive subjunctive *piklJselo-, which presumably differed slightly in meaning
(see below), led to different results in the emerging IE languages. In Tocharian,
the tension between the stemS *peklJelo- and *peJ(lselo- was resolved by con
verting the latter into a general-puI.]>ose transitive present (B pakfam), while the
s-less stem *pek'telo- remained a subjunctive and eventually disappeared. 48 In
the "inner" IE languages, on the other hand, the spread of *-s- through the indic
ative reinforced the synchronic association of the sigmatic stem *peJ(lselo- with
the aorist paradigm. In these languages it was *peJ(lselo- that prevailed in the

< *(h,JiihTihr (: yd- 'go')-all precisely what would have been expected if the
~pderlying aorist stems had been *lJon-/*lJin-. *g'loi-/*g'Jii-, and *(h,Jiohz-/*(h,Jiihz·.

Wilh the haplology identified by Szemerenyi (1966). The category is not merely
Indo-Iranian. but Indo-European.
~s The PIE subjunctive was nonnally lost without a trace in Tocharian. The exceptional
treallnenr of the s-aonst subjunctive as a present indicative probably points to a genuine
semanriC' peculiarity of the s-aorist subjunctive in [he parent language. Thus, e.g .. late
PIE fonns of the type 3 sg. *pek'set(iJ may have had both the standard subjunctive
reading 'may rook' and an indicative reading 'wishes to cook' or 'sets about cooking';
\vhether this latter sense was original or secondary is immaterial for our present
purposes. The fact that the s-presems that developed from subjunctives in Tocharian
<lIe overwhelmingly transitive and/or "C'ausative" suggests that subjunctive stems of the
type *pek~selo-. like the 3 sg. indicative *pik!'st itself. were at first exclusively
associared with the active. typically transitive h.le-conjugation paradigm. It is notable
that even in Vedic Sanskrit. the s-aorist subjunctive is far more coDUnon in the active
than the middle.

;'.-'
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aorist subjunctive, and *pJk'!elo- that was specialized in the role of a present
indicative. This was the origin of the familiar *pekl!elo- of the handbooks,
historically a root aorist subjunctive, but synchronically a thematic present of the
!fegheti-type. We can extend this explanation to the !fegheti-class as a whole:
all thematic stems of the type *pekl!elo-. */jeghelo-, *dheg'lhelo-, *!fedhelo-, etc.,
I suggest, were originally the subjunctives of their own aorists, forced out of the
aorist system under pressure from the more recent s-aorist subjunctive in *_selo_.49

bhereti- and !fegheti-type thematic presents thus appear to belong to dif
ferent chronological strata. bhereti- ("type In) presents were created within the
parent language from earlier h,e-coujugation root presents; ~egheti- (''type II")
presents were created from earlier h,#-conjugation root aorists at a date following
the separation of Tocharian, and a fortiori of Anatolian, from the rest of the
family. To test this hypothesis we can make a prediction: if the above analysis
is correct, it should be possible to fmd reflexes of thematic presents of type I, but
not of type II, in Anatolian and Tocharian. In Anatolian, where the number of
verbs with thematic cognates of either type I or type II is too small to be
probative, the evidence [s suggestive rather than conclusive. The clearest case of
a "thematic" root in Hittite is mii- 'turn, direct', which corresponds etymo
logically to the Vedic type II thematic present nayati 'leads', aor. anai~it.so
Significantly. the Hittite verb is not a thematic stem *neya- « *neiHelo-) with
3 sg. *nezzi; the attested present ne~bi, naitti, niil, etc. is a back-fonnation from
the preterite nebbun, naitta, nais, which in turn rests on the inh~rited h#
conjugation aorist *n6iH-h#, *n6iH-th#, *n6iH-s-t (replacing *neiH-s-l. for
pre-PIE *n6iH-e). Genuine examples of root thematic presents in Anatolian are
notoriously hard to flOd. The best example is probably the Hierogyphic Luvian
mi-verb tama- 'build' (3 sg. AEDffiCARE+MI-ri+i = tamari), which can be
compared with Gk. 5f~0l 'build' and (probably) Gmc. *teman 'be filling'" If
the stem *dem(h,)-elo- is really old, the lengthened grade of the Tocharian A
present sarnatar 'grows' « *dem-) argues strongly for its assignment to type 1.

The evidence from Tocharian is both more abundant and more decisive.
We have already met AB ak- 'lead', which makes a type I thematic present of
Krause and Thomas' simple thematic class (class II) and fonns an exact word
equation with Lat. ago, Gk. a:rro, Ved. djati. etc. Here too, unsurprisingly,
belongs the present of AB par- 'carry' (B 3 sg. para"" ptcp. preiica), the
Tocharian couuterpart of Gk. $fpOl, Ved. bhizrati, etc. Remarkably, however

49 The later development of thematic presents from aorist subjunctives is well known
from the history of the individual IE branches-notably Germanic, where many strong
presents originated in this way (cf *bitan 'bile' = Ved. root aoe. subj. bhedati, *beudan
'order' = Ved. root aor. subj. bOdhaci, erc.).
so Although Indo-Iranian is [he only branch of the family to attest the thematic present
*neiHelo·, the parallelism with the semantically related srems *¥eghelo- and *,::!idhelo
makes the reconstruction vinually cenain.
51 On HI... camali/camari see Morpurgo Davies 1979:128. I am grateful [0 Profs. Morpurgo
Davies and Melchen for helpful discussion of this fonn.
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-and this fact seems never to have been noticed before-PIE *h:zeg- and *bher·
are the only ancient "thematic" roots that actually fonn primary thematic presents
in Tocharian. Krause and Thomas list about thirty class IT presents,S2 many of
which have no serviceable etymology. Of those that can be analyzed, virtually
all are p,etrifled s-presents (e.g., A klyos-, B klyaus- 'hear'; AB kiis- 'extin
guish'),3 perrified sk-presents (e.g., B iiiisk- 'wish'; B triisk- 'chew'), char
acterized presents of other kinds (e.g., A so-, B sau- 'live' [< *g'ihr~elo-];

A malyw-, B mely- 'crush' [< *molh2-~-(i)ielo-D, or thematized root formations
(e.g., B <ek- 'touch' [3 sg. cesiim]; B aik- 'know')." Tucharian is perfectly well
supplied with roots with type II thematic cognates elsewhere, notably piik
(: Ved. pcicati), tsiik- (: Ved. dahati), kiis- (: Ved.jasamiina-), niim- 'bend, in
cline' (: Ved. namati, -tel, and kiin- 'come about' (: Ved. janati 'begets', Lat.
gena). Most of these, however, pattern in the way described above for piik-,
with aorist-based preterites and subjunctives, transitive s-presents, and (in
Tocharian AJ intransitive presents in -niis·, replacing older *-ielo- (pakniiftiir,
tsliknii~tiir).s None has a thematic present; indeed, there are no thematic
presents oftype 1I in Toeharian at all.

We thus fmd that the well-known rarity of inherited thematic presents in
Anatolian is matched by an equally impressive, though hitherto unrecognized,
dearth of old thematic presents in Tocharian. This agreement between the two
branches has a simple explanation. Most of the thematic stems traditionally
assigned to the parent language are in fact type n thematic presents which arose
from h.#-conjugarion aorist subjunctives. The conversion of these fOIIDs into
presem indicatives was an innovation confmed to the "inner" IE languages: the
familiar PIE *~egheti, *p<!k'eti, et~. were still subjunctives at the time of the
separation of Anatolian and ·Tucharian from the rest of the family. This is why
the aorist of the root *neiH-, but not the present *neiHelo-, is found in Hittite,
and why the roots *pek'-, *dheg'h-, *g'es-, etc., though blessed with a wealth of
stems in Tocharian, show no sign of the thematic presents for which rhey are
best known in the linguistic literature. The only genuinely Indo-European
thematic presents were those of type I, the *bhereti-type. For this class, a modi
fied version of Watkins' theory remains the best ex.planation we have.

52 Krause-lllOmas 1960:198-200.
51 The c1a'is n pre.'ient supposedly represented by B3 sg. ke~titrJ and A 2 sg. kii~t is in
fact an s-pre.<;ent « *g~es-selo·; class VIII). the existence of which is predicted by the
corresponding s-preterite and c1a'is III subjunctive. The vocalism of the B fonn is taken
from the active preterite and subjunctive, exactly as in prek~iif/l 'asks'.
54 The closest approach to another genuine root thematic present in class nis B lyiiiiif/l
'Iie.<;', recalling Ok. A.ExE'ml· KOl~at(U and Go. ligan tid.' But the Greek fonn, if real. is
merely a back-fonnMion from the aorist (A.t.ICtO, EAi:~a'to) and perfect (ptcp. fern.
),f)..oxuia). while Go. ligan is a replacement of */igjan (ef OE licgan), matching Oir.
laigid. It is doublful whether the rool *legh- made a present at all in the protolanguage.
55 Cf nole 45. Tocharian B ha'i extended the s·presem inflection to lhe middle.,
replacing expected *[Xiknastiir. *tsiiknastiir by pa!qtiir. tsak~tiir.
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llluyankas-a snake, the Hitti'es' fabled adversary, the Indo-European
dragon par excellence.*' The ve£Y word stirs the breast of the Anatolianist much
as it must once have stirred the Anatolian'5, and no one bears more responsibility
for the illuyankaS-monster's current success than Calvert Watkins, who in a series
of articles (19870, 1987b, and 1992a) and now a book, How to Kill a Dragon:
Aspects of Indo-European Poetics (1995), has written breathtaking accounts of
the inherited poe'ic formulas that have as their subject the fights between heroes
and dragons. Nevertheless, although we know a great deal about how to kill this
beast, we remain very much in the dark about its essential nature while alive. My
contention in this paper is that the word for the Hittite monster is of good Indo
European provenance. with cognates in Latin, Greek. and Germanic, and that its
etymology also sheds new light on certain features of the mythic battles against
serpentine creatures fought by such heroes as Bellerophon and Beowulf.

The most notable phrase that Watkins has reconstructed is PIE *(e)g'hent
[hJJog'him '(he) slew 'he serpent', a formula continued most faithfully in Indo
Iranian, with Skt. ahann ahim '(Indra) slew the serpent' and Av. jana! afim
'(0raeraona/Kornsaspa) slew the serpent', but recoverable also in Greek, Germani~,
and Hittite. In Greek too both the nonn and the verb are part of the archaIC
vocabulary of dragon-slaying, and while the verbal form. rnE$vEv is not morpho
logically identical to Skt. ahan and Av. jana!, the object O$lV is exactly cognate
with Skt. ahim and Av. aiim « PIE *h,og'hi-m);t in Germanic we find only the
verbal root *g'hen- (as in Eng. bane) since words like ON ormr (Eng. worm)
supplant the noun *hJothi-.2 As for Hittite, the verb kuenta in MUSil!uyankan
kuenta '(the Storm God, Tarhuntas) slew the illuyankai' makes an exact equation
with the Sanskrit and Avestan imperfects (kuenta =Skt. (a)han =Av. jan[a!l <
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I Compare Pi. P. 10.46 E1tf.:$VEV Te ropy6va '(Perseus) slew the Gorgon' (who is called
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